Pauline Bewick’s Path Moorea

Mainie Jellett’s Madonna and Child

John Doherty’s The Old Fox

August 2012 – It is not just the hallowed halls of The Merrion Hotel which are filled with one of
the country’s finest collection of artworks – the runaway success of The Merrion’s Art Tea has
become legendary on the Dublin artistic scene.
In 2010, Executive Chef Ed Cooney and master Pastry Chef Paul Kelly originally created nine
delectable pastries, each inspired by a work of art from The Merrion’s collection.
Autumn 2012 is time for the next generation of pastries to join the collection, with three new
works being envisaged in cake. Pauline Bewick’s Path Moorea, Mainie Jellett’s Madonna and
Child and John Doherty’s The Old Fox are the new stars of the show, each a ravishing
masterpiece in its own right.
The Tahitian landscape of Path Moorea, by Pauline Bewick, has been brilliantly interpreted into
a ‘Chocolate Trinity’. Dark chocolate cream, milky vanilla chocolate cream and a zingy lime and
white chocolate Chantilly are combined together – and completed with tiny chocolate palm
trees catching in the breeze.
Mainie Jellett’s Madonna and Child is characterised by its bright, cubist brushstrokes in blue and
orange, translating delicately into a passion fruit and orange cheesecake, protected by wafer
thin white chocolate panels striped in the same colours.
Finally, an eye-catching green apple macaroon transforms John Doherty’s The Old Fox, matching
the colour of the garage door perfectly in pastry – and warding off rogue drivers with a
miniature ‘No Parking’.
These three treats push the boundaries of pastry making at The Merrion like never before,
letting Dublin’s most cerebral afternoon tea shine. Three irresistible paintings: quite literally
good enough to eat.
Art Tea at The Merrion - £35 per person
Assorted finger sandwiches and Viennese bridge rolls
Warm scones and tea bread
Choice of three pastries from the collection
Selection of teas

-EndsFor reservations: The Merrion on +353 1 603 0600 ∣ info@merrionhotel.com ∣
www.merrionhotel.com

About The Merrion
The Merrion stands directly opposite Government Buildings in the heart of Dublin city centre.
On the doorstep is Upper Merrion Street, where Government Buildings, The National Gallery and The
Natural History Museum are located. A short walk leads to the adjacent "golden mile" of lively pubs, shops
and restaurants dotted around St. Stephen's Green. Grafton Street is a leisurely stroll away for all the
latest designer shops. The Merrion is a member of The Leading Hotels of the World.

